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Senate OK's Mansfield measure 
WASHINTON iAPI - The Senate 
renewed yesterday its call for total U.S. 
withdrawal from Indochina, setting a 
six-month deadline after Democratic 
leader Mike Mansfield appealed for 
action to bring this horrible war to an 
end " 
"Why not try?" Mansfield appealed 
"What have we got to lose0 You've got a 
lot to gain." 
The vote was 57 to 38 in favor of 
Mansfield's amendment to set a six- 
month  deadline  which  would  not  be 
binding on President  Nixon-contingent 
on release of American prisoners 
"YOU CANT stop the war by an act of 
Congress of this kind." Republican 
leader Hugh Scott said, expressing the 
Nixon administration's contention that 
the Mansfield amendment is a waste of 
time-and potentially harmful. 
Scott's plea was echoed by Chairman 
John C. Stennis. D-Miss.. of the Armed 
Services Committee. 
"Every time we pass this amendment 
in this way we put obstacles in our path, 
and lend encouragement to the enemy.'' 
Stennis said 
t'e noted that Mansfield's amendment 
to the J21 billion military procurement 
authorization bill is similar to one with a 
nine-month deadline passed las' June, 
which now faces House opposition and a 
possible conference stalemate. He said 
it would be better to pass the amendment 
as separate legislation 
THURSDAY'S VOTE was closer than 
%P 
n mm BEWS8H HI 
'i rains! 
Ci.ni, «IMM> —lAw «■—» 
China visit changes attitudes 
By Cindy Suopis 
Editorial Editor 
The lastest trend in American-foreign relationships 
appears to be revolving around the ping-pong team and 
presidential visits to mainland China. 
Uldis and Ann Kruze recently returned from a month 
long visit to the Peoples' Republic of China, only their 
purpose was not to win a game-athletic or political. 
"Our purpose." said Kruse. "was friendship and 
understanding " 
The Kruzes visited China under the auspices of the 
American Friends Service Committee, an arm of the 
Quakers dedicated to relief work, throughout the world 
THE COUPLE conducted a seminar here yesterday 
before going on to Oberlin College and schools throughout 
the southern states 
Traveling with a group of 15 American citizens, the 
Kruzes said their trip was in no way controlled or 
restricted by the Chinese government. 
"We had no trouble at all getting into the country." said 
Ms. Kruze "We went where we wanted to go and we 
talked to whoever we wanted to without any restrictions." 
The couple described the Chinese as being free, easy and 
very responsive to the Americans' presence and 
conversations. 
"I saw no beggars, street-sleepers or malnutrition 
Everyone in China is guaranteed the five basic- 
guarantees-food, housing, medical care, education for 
their children and burial." said Ms. Kruze. 
"THEY ARE liberated people-free from arranged 
marriages and job restrictions, the scare stories that 
come out of China are not true." she said. 
Uldis Kruze said he was amazed to discover the 
informality of the people and their government leaders. 
"It was difficult to know who is a leader or who is a 
follower because the leaders work and live with the 
people." he said. 
Kruze referred to a discussion the group had with 
Premier Chou En-lai. 
"There were not enough microphones in the room when 
we met with Chou When a microphone was needed 
anywhere in the room, he would get up out of his chair and 
hand the mike to the person." he said. 
THE COUPLE described the living conditions in China 
as improving although slowly. 
"The houses are less crowded." said Ms Kruze. "I 
would say their housing comes to about one step above 
urban renewal in the U.S." 
The friendship Delegation was received by and talked 
with Premier Chou En-lai and Cambodian I'ead of State. 
Prince Sihanouk Ms. Kruze described Chou as being 
"extremely charming and charismatic " She said 
Sihanouk was very articulate and "quite a charmer." 
The couple said they received no resentment of any kind 
among the people they talked with and visited in China. 
"They see the American people as friends. They don't 
resent the Americans, but they do resent the policies of 
U.S. government." said Ms.. Kruze. 
The Kruzes said they would both like to return to China 
in the near future. 
"I DON'T FEEL that thirty days is enough time," said 
Kruze. "A group of us in Hong Kong doing doctoral 
studies made a proposal to go to the Peoples' Republic of 
China for a year. That request was turned down limiting 
us to one month," he said. 
The American Friendship Delegation members who 
traveled to China are touring the U.S. conducting 
seminars about their visit and raising money to bring 15 
young Chinese to the US. The group is also writing a book 
about China and their experiences during their 30-day 
visit. 
the 61-38 margin last June when a nine- 
month withdrawal amendment was 
attached to the draft extension bill 
The touchy issue of the American 
prisoners swirled through the debate. 
When Scott said the amendment would 
give up a valuable US. bargaining card. 
Mansfield shot back: "What is that 
card-the POWs? ' 
Dole. Mansfield and Sen. J. W 
Fulbright iD-Ark i argued over whether 
the amendment sought to place blame 
China 
visifors 
UMb and Ann Kruze, who visited 
mainland China under the auspices of 
the     American     Friends     Service 
NM-jkWfte KeahMeae. 
Committee, conducted a seminar here 
yesterday in the Capital Room of the 
Union. 
for the war 
"I'm not shifting the blame to 
anyone," Fulbright insisted "All I want 
to do is stop the war " 
But Dole said, "what we do effectively 
undercuts the President 
Wednesday Congressional sources 
indicated the Nixon Administration 
feared immediate adoption of the 
amendment would adversely affect the 
climate around South Vietnam President 
Nguyen   Van   Thieu's   unopposed   re- 
election bid 
The administration reportedly 
attempted to delay the final vote on the 
measure Wednesday because of this 
week's meeting in Washington of the 
National League of Families of 
American Prisoners and Missing in 
Southeast Asia 
The league is supposedly split over 
whether the best way to free prisoners is 
through Nixon administration policies or 
by setting a fixed date for withdrawal. 
French diplomat Lucet 
to dedicate La Maison 
France's top diplomat to the United 
States will be on campus Monday to 
officially dedicate the University's 
newest special project 
The project is La Maison Francaise, 
the French House, and is the realization 
of a long-standing interest on the part of 
the University to establish a living- 
learning center exclusively devoted to 
the French language. 
At 2:30 p.m Monday. Charles Lucet, 
French ambassador to the United States, 
will help University officials formally 
open La Maison Francaise. the first 
language house of its kind at the 
University. 
Interest in the French House has been 
sparked by Dr. Clifford Gallant, 
chairman of the department of romance 
languages, and Theodore D Wakefield, 
special consultant to University 
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. 
HOWEVER. IT was a $50,000 gift to 
the University from Dr. Paul D. 
Wurzburger. honorary consul of France 
at Cleveland, that made the project a 
reality. 
This fall, 24 coeds, pledged to speak 
only French among themselves, moved 
into a vacated sorority house which has 
been transformed into La Maison 
Francaise 
Funds from Dr. Wurzburger's gift 
have been used to give the house an 18th 
century French decor. Previously the 
house was occupied by Alpha Gamma 
Delta sorority, which moved to the old 
Theta Chi fraternity house. 
Preceeding the dedication program 
will be a concert of French and 
American marches played by the Falcon 
Marching Band under the direction of 
Mark Kelly. 
Ambassador and Mrs. Lucet and their 
party will be met at the door of the 
French House by Dr. and Mrs. Moore 
and other University officials. 
Following a ribbon cutting eeremony 
presided over by Ambassador Lucet. his 
wife and a student resident of the house, 
Dr. Moore will unveil a plaque honoring 
Dr Wurzburger. 
LUCET'S VISIT to the University has 
been arranged by Otto Wittman, director 
of the Toledo Museum of Art. The 
French ambassador, a personal friend of 
Wittman. will be in Toledo Sunday. 
Since language students at the 
University spend a year abroad to study 
the language and culture of the 
appropriate country. French students 
would probably live in La Maison 
Francaise both before and after their 
trip to France. Dr. Gallant said. 
Although available facilities permit 
only women to live in the house, men 
aren't excluded from the program! They 
and interested faculty members will be 
able to eat meals in the house, hopefully 
from a French prepared menu. 
The French House is only a beginning. 
University officials say. A planned 
Center  for  International  Studies,  yet 
Council meets 
Monday night 
Student Council will hold an informal 
get together Monday evening at 7 in the 
basement of the Alumni House on the 
corner of East Wooster St. and South 
College Dr. 
The session will be the first Student 
Council meeting of the 1971-72 academic 
year. 
All interested persons are invited to 
attend the session. 
unfunded, is the eventual dream of the 
University and the romance language 
department 
THE PROPOSED Center would 
include three wings for French, Spanish, 
and German studies grouped around a 
tower which would house the language 
center. 
Each wing, decorated in the style of 
the country represented, would provide 
study and living quarters for 45 men and 
women students 
A dial access, remote control, 
language lab. classrooms, dining 
[acUitles, offices and rooms for lectures 
or meetings would be in the tower's 
language center 
Cost of the structure, whose plans and 
model now wait in the University's 
planning office, would come to about $4 
million, according to University 
architect Richard Brown. 
MeeweheneyKiWiMelm 
FrCIJch Lo Ma',on Francaise, the first housing unit on campus to 
be set aside solely for foreign language students, will be 
• dedicated   Monday   morning.      The   building   formerly 
mOVe  in       housed Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. 
Bond awaits proposal 
before defining co-op 
Dr. James Bond, vice-president of 
student affairs, said yesterday he can't 
make any definitive statements 
concerning the BG Student Co-op until he 
has a proposal outlining the needs and 
plans of the Co-op. 
He said he had asked Dave Lefko. 
chairman of the board of directors, to 
draw up a proposal stating exactly what 
the organization will be. how it will 
operate and what its space needs will be. 
"I need to study the proposal and 
discuss it with the appropriate offices to 
get the full answer," he explained. 
"There is a lot of enthusiasm and 
support for developing a co-op off 
campus." he continued, "but when a co- 
op comes on campus, it creates other 
problems." 
If the co-op receives approval for a 
move on campus, it would be required to 
pay rent. 
this brings up the question of the 
University renting to an outside 
organization since the co-op is 
recognized by the state as a separate. 
non-University entity and the University 
does not provide space for outside 
groups 
Dr. Bond added that there is also a 
limited availability of space. 
"We have to be careful because 
providing space for the co-op would set a 
precedent in providing space for other 
groups." he said 
He said other student organizations 
would then have the right to space which 
they are not now receiving. 
According to Lefko. however, the co-op 
will be forced to liquidate the 
corporation if the move on campus is 
approved. 
Bob McGeein. assistant registrar, said 
a request for space has been made and 
will be honored within practical, 
reasonable bounds." 
But he added that because of the 
indefiniteness of the situation he can't 
make en promises. 
"The co-op has strong moral support 
and the support of our legal facilities," 
he said, if it doesi't comeoff, it«on't 
be because someone thwarted them " 
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eprreRiaLS 
legislators 
wake up! 
It's time for the Ohio General Assembly to get off its duffs and 
stop wrangling about the state budget for the 1971-73 biennium. 
For five months the legislators in bdth houses have been 
debating and bickering over a method to finance increased state 
spending during the current biennium. 
In July, the House of Representatives passed a budget with 
increased expenditures to be financed by a statewide graduated 
income tax. 
Meanwhile the state Senate last week decided to pass a similar 
budget, but to finance increased expenditures with a one-and-one- 
half per cent increase in the state sales tax. 
Now both proposals will be submitted to a Joint House-Senate 
committee that will try to work out a compromise tax and budget 
plan. 
If the citizens of Ohio are lucky the plan might be completed by 
the first of the year  It should have been completed in June. 
Conservative republicans who are opposed to any increase in 
taxes and think that the state can operate on the same amount of 
money it did during the previous Ibiennium are living in the past. 
Gov. Gilligan is trying to bring the priorities of the state up to 
date and is to be commended for it. 
There is no reason why one of the top industrial states in th% 
nation should rank 46th in state aid to education. 
There is no reason why conditions at Lima State Hospital and 
state correctional facilities should be allowed to exist for one 
more day. 
There is no reason why the state should be so short of funds that 
the governor is forced to close all state parks. 
This state cannot continue to exist on a monthly renewal of an 
interim budget geared to cover last year's prices. 
Bipartisanship in the legislature is bringing any progress within 
the state to an abrupt halt. There are more important things to 
worry about than who is going to come out as the winner in this 
debate- Republicans or Democrats. 
If the budget struggle continues much longer, we'll all be the 
losers, regardless of what political party—if any- we support. 
It is time for state legislators to wake up and begin tax reform. 
The best step in that direction is to institute a statewide 
graduated income tax and to do it now. 
Point Blank- 
attica afterthought 
Editor i Note: William Ktastler, 
champion of Individual rights, wai 
defease cornel at -okr'trial of the 
"Chicago Seven." He was a member of 
the observers' committee at the Attica 
Prison ■prislag. 
By William Kustler 
For anyone with the slightest degree of 
sensibility. Attica will forever symbolize 
the ultimate in human tragedy-the 
controlled catastrophe that could so 
easily have been avoided. 
I wish to address myself exclusively to 
the citizens of Cell Block D, because I 
was honored among men to be named 
their attorney And I will confine myself 
to what I saw, heard and felt during my 
guard the hostages, man the perimeter, 
or stand impassively in the long lines of 
marshals protecting the entrances and 
exits to the compound. 
EVEN THE OCCASIONAL flurries of 
panic that, every once in awhile, rippled 
insidiously through the yard did not 
seriously disrupt communal 
organization Sensible precautions were 
taken at once; rumors tracked down to 
their sources; and their spreaders 
sternly admonished. 
I am a veteran of hundreds of endless 
movement meetings, and I marvelled 
that these men--given their 
socioeconomic backgrounds and the 
tension and uncertainty that pervaded 
their newly found freedom-could have so 
dozen or so hours in what I choose to quickly learned to rule themselves with 
regard as a sublimely liberated zone 
When I initially passed from official to 
inmate control, deep in my white middle- 
class subconscious. 1 half expected to see 
a replica of every prison movie I had 
ever witnessed. 1 was reasonably sure 
that power would be wielded by a few 
psychopathic killers with little or nothing 
to lose, who had terrorized their fellow 
convicts into seizing the cellblock and 
committing unspeakable crimes of 
violence along the way. It would hardly 
have surprised me if the yard had been 
the scene of impromptu executions, 
medieval torture, and brutal and bloody 
struggles for suzerainty. 
INSTEAD, I WAS to have every such 
ugly stereotype swiftly and totally 
shattered The rebels were superbly 
organized; inmates inclined to violence 
were quickly subdued and incarcerated, 
and an acceptance of all shades of 
opinion was promoted and encouraged 
With much sophistication and even some 
genius, the leadership speedily 
established an Atheniandemocracy freed 
from the racism and class lines of the 
outside world, which could and did 
survive every thing-but bullets and 
buckshot. 
From the moment the members of our 
observers' committee first entered the 
yard, we were aware that we were in the 
middle of an ongoing community. There 
was a command post, complete with 
conference table, loudspeaker system, 
floodlights, and typing pool Even the 
most critical of us could easily see thai 
everyone had been assigned a task- 
whether it was to dig a defense trench. 
efficiency, dispatch, and bedrock 
fairness Their essential politeness 
toward each other and their visitors, and 
their easy tolerance of all points of view, 
however strange or unorthodox, made 
me realize that necessity is as much the 
mother of accomodation as she is of 
invention. 
Our negotiation sessions were 
reasonably businesslike and, with rare 
exceptions, rhetoric was kept to an 
irreducible minimum Although we 
were asked for our opinions, it was 
obvious to us from the beginning that 
they would be advisory only All final 
decisions were to be made, not by 
outsiders or those in leadership 
capacities, but by the entire 
constituencv. 
THE    FABLED    NEW    England 
Write Home Often 
Surprise your family. Write home often, even when you don't need 
money. 
As for money, we assume that you'll want to keep track of what you 
have and what you spend. Otherwise, you run the risk of not having it 
just when you need it most. Besides, if you know what you've done 
with your money, it's easier to get more from home. 
Sure, you know what we'll say is the answer. A checking account. At 
the Bank of Wood County. Why at our bank? Well, we have a conveni- 
ent University Office at 445 E, Wooster right off campus, where we've 
served B.G. students and faculty for 9 years. Plus, we have two differ- 
ent checking plans—one just right for the number of checks you'll 
need to write during the year. And, a Wood County checking account 
saves you time because it eliminates the inconvenience of cashing out 
of town checks, is recognized by stores all over town and provides you 
with complete financial records. 
Why don't you come in and see us about a checking account right 
away. Have something new and smart to report to the family in that 
first letter. 
Whether you have one of our checking accounts or not, stop in and see 
us. We like students. 
  
Checking Account Application 
ss: Campus. 
Home: Street. 
City_ .State, -Zip. 
ccounts With Other Banks: BanMs). 
City. 
.-'  
.State. -Zip. ■i — ---«.—'—. 
\riiLi 
SERVICt 
U-Vsk 
Bank Of Wood County 
Main Office 130 S. Main • University Office 445 E. Wooster 
North Baltimore Office 214 N. Main • Perrysburg Office 131 Louisiana 
Member ol The Federal Reserve System and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
"So then the acid fairy godmother tripped in 
and said to little freaked Bo Peep..." 
town meeting had at long last suffered a 
latter-day revival in. of all places, a 
cluttered prison yard. 
Most of the observers were startled to 
find how versed our hosts were in the art 
of practical politics. They understood 
full well how power is gained and utilized 
in contemporary society and never lost 
sight for a moment of the fact that their 
only leverage lay with the blindfolded 
hostages, who sat on the ground within a 
demarking circle of wooden benches 
But of even more importance, the 
inmates, despite the uncertainty of their 
collective survival, relied heavily on the 
basic humaneness of the world without 
and were genuinely and deeply shocked 
when they began to sense it was as 
illusory as everything else in their lives 
had been. 
In the end. it was they and not their 
oppressors who yielded to the pressures 
of harsh reality. Of their two 
"nonnegotiable" preconditions-total 
amnesty and the removal of 
Superintendant Mancusi-they were 
prepared to drop the latter if assured of 
the former. 
IN THE LAST analysis, they failed 
because they, as well as most of the 
observers, so tragically misjudged their 
society's devotion to its own expressed 
values. From the beginning they were 
truly convinced that, given a choice 
between life and death, the high and the 
mighty would always opt for life. 
Even up to the awful moment of truth 
on Monday morning, most of them 
simply refused to believe that their , 
fellow countrymen could so easily j 
forsake even their most cherished 
shibboleth-the myth of our common 
humanity-in the face of political j 
expediency 
It is perhaps more ironic than we yet j 
realize that the men of Cell Block I), j 
convicted    felons    all.    yearned    sol 
fervently, out of the depths of their own j 
desperate    need,    for    an    up-to-date] 
certification of our national credo, while] 
those most  publicly committed to ill 
sustenance rushed to nullify it  Men who 
may  have  once  taken  life,  moleste 
children or  cracked  safes understo 
more about shining ideals and elemental 
truths than those who professed to judgf 
and condemn them • 
Men died at Attica, to be sure, ba 
innocence itself lay unnoticed among tM 
victims. 
news Leuers 
register against apathy 
With all the talk these days about how 
the college population of a college town 
is not allowed to vole in the county where 
they have so much effect. I must wonder 
how many of the complainers have tried 
to register 
Fall quarter is my third quarter at 
BGSU and this seems to be the time 
when apathy runs wild. To put it bluntly, 
no one gives a damn. But sure as 
shooting, come spring, voter registration 
will be one of the big excuses that some 
people from the University will use to 
rile up the lownies 
During summer quarter. I made the 
trip down the road to the Wood County 
Board of Elections and registered 
without any hassel at all. If a person has 
fulfilled the residence requirements 
there is not too much they can do to stop 
you from voting here in the community 
where we spend most of four year* if 
not all of the four years. It is not right to 
. discriminate because of a person's 
occupation 
THE BIG ARGUMENT used is that we 
will just be here for a short amount of 
time. In that amount of time however, 
we are counted in the population that 
determines representation in 
government. Those of us that work help 
to pay the tax burden that in turn pays 
the salaries of the people who run this 
city, the police department who enforce 
toe city laws, and the fire department 
who put out the fires. 
Also, theoretically, some money goes 
to the upkeep of the streets we travel on 
when we go uptown to spend money in 
the business concerns of the community. 
This is only in theory though or else the 
city has forgotten about South College 
Dr. The street looks more like a 
swimming pool than a street when it 
rains. 
For those of us that pay rent every 
month, part of that rent goes to pay 
property tax to support the schools. 
What it boils down to is that as 
students, we have as much interest in 
this community as anyone else.   If you 
really want to vote, don't just talk about 
the subject, so something. 
Jim Mahoney 
222 S. College. Apt 1 
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Computer vs. students 
By Vk Amato 
Changes in registration, 
drop and add, is always 
accompanied by confusion, 
frustration and bitterness 
But this year frustration, and 
bitterness seem greater, 
perhaps because students see 
themselves as victims of the 
Computer. 
Student pre-registration by 
computer was initiated at the 
University last May 
Administrators like it and say 
it is here to stay But some 
students don't  feel  the new 
system is any better than the 
old one 
Gabe Cazel. senior (A4St. 
blames the new system for 
closing him out of two courses 
he must have to graduate in 
June "I have enough total 
hours to get these courses." 
Cazel said 
AFTER SPENDING most 
of an afternoon at drop and 
add the Vietnam veteran said, 
"Right now I'd like i» drop a 
Thermit grenade on lop of the 
Administration building and 
watch  it burn  through each 
floor." 
DROP   AND   ADD   if   a 
"depressing experience" to 
John Toff man. junior (A&Si. 
who commutes from Toledo 
and dislikes standing in long 
lines and having to wait. "I've 
News 
analysis 
GSS plans review board 
Theta Chi 
lounge 
A spociout chapter loung* it on* of the 
major attractions oi Theta Chi social 
fraternity i    new    house    on   Seventh 
ItMMttf 
Street. The room will also eventually 
house a pool table and pin-ball 
machine. 
Greeks follow Beta initiative 
Theta Chi officially off-campus 
Theta Chi social fraternity 
has officially become the 
second such organization to 
move off campus at Bowling 
Green 
This summer the Theta 
Chi's moved into their new 
home, a twelve unit 
apartment complex, at 759 
Seventh Street. 
According to Bob Grainer. 
house coordinator, the 
members of the fraternity find 
fllHUfflUHMJI, tiBH-i: 
their quarters much more 
comfortable than their former 
campus dwelling, and also 
much quieter. 
GRAINER   SAID.       "We 
helped design this building 
from the beginning in order to 
make it more like a home. We 
picked out all the color 
schemes, carpets and 
furnishings and made sure the 
place was soundproofed.'' 
SBO committees 
Students interested in serving on University committees 
should contact the Student Body Organization. 372-2951 and 
leave name and number. 
These are the committees: 
Academic honesty, admissions policy, athletics, 
bookstore, computing activities, cultural events, 
experimental studies, health service, human relations, ice 
arena, instructional media, intramurals, library, long range 
tinancial planning, parking services, publications, religious 
activities, student financial aids and University Union 
MURPHY 
ROSIE 
&JAN 
'UNCLE JOHN" 
WANTS YOU 
AND THE 
SKI CLUB 
NEEDS YOU 
PLEASE CALL 
352-6282 
I'e explained (hat the 
•tructure was built by Douglas 
Valentine in conjunction with 
the I'iedniont Construction 
Corp.. and said the 
cooperation received from 
these people has been ,i 
tremendous asset 
Each of the twelve units in 
the building houses four 
fraternity    members In 
addition, the complex includes 
a chapter lounge which when 
completed will contain a bar. 
a pool table and a pin-ball 
machine 
The Theta Chi'a are 
presently renting the complex 
for 165 per month per 
member, though Grainer 
hopes the building will 
eventually be purchased by 
the fraternity's national 
chapter 
GRAINER    ADDED.      If 
anything, the move will be a 
big boost for our fraternity 
•:-:::::V:-:-:-:-:::VX-::-WV::::W:::::>J: 
People who've heard about it 
are very anxious to get in. We 
expect the place will always 
be full and hope it'll be our 
home for a good many years " 
The Theta Chi's former 
campus dwelling is now being 
inhabited by the Alpha 
Gamma sorority. 
Formal opening of Theta Chi's 
new house will be at a private 
party to be held there 
Saturday night 
Beta Theta Pi social 
fraternity, amongst much 
controversy last spring 
became the first social greek 
organization to move off 
campus The Theta Chi's are 
the only others so far to have 
followed suit. 
By Dennis Seeds 
The Graduate Student 
Senate < GSS I plans to adopt a 
graduate student review board 
this year, according to 
William Gourd, president of 
GSS and teaching fellow in 
speech. 
"The review board will 
function as a board of 
inquiry." Gourd explained. 
"It will investigate grievances 
of and against graduate 
students." 
Gourd said he thinks much 
of the University is 
undergraduate oriented. I'e 
added that the review board 
will deal with problems 
particularly relevant to 
graduate students 
THE REVIEW board will 
have a proposed eight 
members: the president of 
the GSS. three other graduate 
students, two faculty 
members of the graduate 
council, one administrator 
from the student affairs area, 
and the secretary of the GSS, 
i non-voting l. 
The plaintiff  may have a 
Correction 
The News wishes to 
make a correction on an 
ad which appeared in 
yesterday's paper. The 
Freshman Mixer, with 
music by Blue Tater 
will be held Saturday. 
Oct. 2 from 8-12 p.m. 
instead of Friday as 
previously reported.™ 
The dance is sponsored 
by U.A.O. 
closed or open session and 
may or may not choose to be 
represented 
Gourd said Melville Spence. 
director of the University 
Library, has announced that 
library hours will be extended 
The new times were not yet 
disclosed 
"The library is shut down on 
vacations." he continued, 
"and many graduate students 
have theses to do." Gourd 
said that the 5 p.m. Saturday 
closing time is outdated and 
reinforces the "date-night" 
idea of the 1920s. 
"THE     HOURS     are 
determined by the number of 
people passing through the 
turnstiles." he explained. I'e 
thinks the business ethic 
should not be applied and 
prefers that the library 
remain open 24 hours a day. 
Other plans include 
improving the book selection 
at the University Bookstore 
and securing a discount for all 
students, not just graduate 
students. 
"The graduate student 
population has grown 
remarkably in the past three 
years, and the resulting issues 
have to be grappled with." 
said Gourd. 
The GSS will have its first 
meeting of the quarter on Oct. 
20. 
^::-:::>:::v:>x:x>:-:-:wx-x-x-::x 
WEEKEND SPECIALS 
Fri., Sat. only 
I 20% off 
reg. price 
on All 
Purses, Scarves, leather gloves 
Bells, jewelry. 
Come in and soy "Hello" and 
■jj get your FRtC GlfT. 
The Powder Puff 
::: 52S Ridge St. 
S 9:30 A.M.-5:30 P.M. 
MON THRU SAT. 
North of McDonald wett - Across from U.C.F. 
■vxx-x-W::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:^ 
YOU HAVE ENJOYED 
YOUR FAVORITE 
BEVERAGE AT THE 
"GATE" 
Now try our Fine 
MEALS 
EVERY SUNDAY WE HAVE 
4 Specials, Complete 
Meals for $1.95 
PLUS A REG. MENU AT 
REASONABLE RA TES DAIL Y 
NORTHGATE 
RESTAURANT 
1095 N. MAIN 
SIGMA 
EPSILON 
MUD 
TUG 
3RD OF OCT. 
1:30 PM. 
STERLING 
FARM 
i 
.-..'.--, 
r
 . v.*.  •-* 
been here for three hours." he 
said in the Grand Ballroom 
Wednesday, "and I still don't 
have four courses I want " 
This is the first time Chuck 
t'lark. junior IA&SI. has had 
to drop and add 1 have to 
change my whole schedule." 
he said "It got all jumbled 
I'm not too impressed with the 
computer." 
Steve Schneck. junior (Ed), 
doesn't think the new system 
is much different from the old 
one. But he does think the 
lines are longer at drop and 
add this quarter "Some of 
the lines are as long as there is 
room to have a line." said 
Schneck 
Certainly many students 
who have been closed out of 
courses under the new system 
would have been closed out 
under the old system loo. But 
many freshmen think they 
aren't being treated fairly. 
AFTER HER third day at 
drop and add Pam Stickney. 
freshman (A&Sl. said. "I got 
stuck taking a bunch of 
courses I don't want. I can't 
get any courses in my major 
or minor." she said. "First we 
were corraled from one place 
to another at pre-reg and had 
to come up here on Thursday 
with nothing planned for us. 
Now I have to spend all my 
time at drop and add." 
Doug Wise, freshman I MA) 
"had all kinds of problems " 
"Dropping and adding is 
confusing." he said. "It's not 
well organized 
Most of the freshmen are 
lost." said Wise. "If they bill 
me for drop and add. I won't 
pay-they closed me out." 
The final day for adding 
courses is today in the Grand 
Ballroom. 
Siudenf teacher 
registration set 
Registration for spring 
quarter student teaching will 
be held Monday. October 4, in 
the Dogwood Suite. Union. 
Meetings will be held every 
hour on the hour from 1 p.m. 
to 6 p.m. 
Everyone planning to 
student teach during spring 
quarter must register on this 
date 
Crisis 
Phone 
352PLUS 
FOLDING 
BICYCLES 
•20" and 36" sixes 
• Folds compact                     ? 
to store                               *#l 
anywhere —                       ^T 
^*> 
•von in your                      SL 
room!!!                                  ^® 
D&H TRAVEL TRAILERS           1 
".if MERCER RD. 
354-4012 
SHIRT LAUNDRY 
IN BY 1 
OUT BY 3 
FOLLOWING DAY 
THE CLEANERS 
that AatiAfL y 1 
SERVING I.G. OVER 33 YIARS 
ALTERATIONS    WATERPROOFING 
> EXPERT CLEANING 
i PROFESSIONAL FINISHING 
i FREE MOTHPROOFING 
| BOX STORAGE 
SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICE 
BOXED - FOLDED OR ON HANGERS 
A   mUrafftry J^picia'istt 
1 HOUR SERVICE 
71 JO A.M.  -   110 WM.  M.»    - »H. 
i.l    Till   ISiOC AM 
"IF YOU UH PARTICULAR 
ABOUT CLEANING CALL" 
NAfOllON «o 
CD 353-8212   | 
^Mfd 
UILY MCI HP Mf BELIVUT 
1 HOUR DRY CLEANING 
IKK; :M AM • IM «, urn • UT 
PLENTY FREE PARKING • 
VISIT US AT OUR NEW LOCATION AT  110 E. NAPOLEON RD., B.G. 
NEXT TO GREENVIEW 
CD 
IF YOU CAN'T HELP 
THE UCF 
TUTORING PROGRAM 
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS TO 
-TUTOR CHILDREN 
-LEAD RECREATION PROGRAMS 
-WORK WITH THE AGED 
two hours a week 
Organizational mooting: 
MON. OCT. 4 6:30 PM 
UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CENTER 
313Thur»tin 
or call 353-8912 
IROaV AA0H UV3A SIH1 
r-o«j.4/Tr>.»GN.wi Olob*. 1. 1971 
Foreign students adapt to US 
ByCMySaopis 
Editorial Editor 
A Urge university may 
seem complex and frightening 
to a lowly high school 
graduate who plunges into the 
high academia of college life. 
Unfamiliar buildings, 
people and procedures can 
easily bewilder a freshman 
who is accustomed to home 
town high schools and 
pampering parents 
But what about the 180 
students on campus who not 
only have to endure the 
orientation into university 
life, but also must familiarize 
themselves with the customs 
and cultures of a new 
country? 
These students, 
representing 45 countries, 
comprise the University's 
international student 
enrollment 
The International Center, 
currently located in Johnston 
I'all is the foreign student's 
place of relaxation,  rapping 
and until last year, residence 
WHEN    THE    CENTER 
moves to the basement of 
Williams f.'all in early 
October, living units under 
one roof will not be provided 
for the foreign students 
Most of the international 
students live off-campus and 
the remainder are housed in 
Dunbar and Anderson falls. 
Dr. L. Edward Shuck Jr.. 
director of International 
programs, said the move may 
hurt the program somewhat 
-Johnston was a fine living 
unit and the men were all 
motivated here. " he said. 
Dr. Shuck said there is a 
possibility foreign students 
can be housed in sorority 
houses should they become 
vacant in ths future. 
Despite the unfamiliar 
atmosphere on a campus of 
this size, most foreign 
students can relate with each 
other and the American 
students, he said. 
Many international students 
become Involved with the 
World Students Association 
iWSAi. tie American and 
non-American organization on 
campus dedicated to 
intercultural exchange. WSA 
gives the American student an 
opportunity to relate with the 
foreign student through 
service and social activities. 
Dr. Shuck said he would like 
to see more black Americans 
MMMWIIIinilllMIIIIIIMMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIilllMIIIIII 
take an interest and seek out 
opportunities to get to know 
the African students on 
campus. He indicated that 
WSA would be a good way to 
do this. 
On this campus, after a 
foreign student completes his 
studies. Dr Shuck said the 
majority of them do not 
return to their home country, 
for one reason or another. 
"With three or four years of 
The Brothers of 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
cordially 
invite 
all interested men 
to 
an 
OPEN HOUSE 
tonight 
8 to 10 p.m. 
Freshman Mixer 
Saturday, 
Oct. 2nd 
8 to 12 
GRAND BALLROOM 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
Music by "Blue Tater" 
PRESENTED BY UAO. 
iiiiiiiiliiHiininiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii niiiiiiilliliiilililliliiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiilill 
HATHA 8 1-Hour Lessons 
$10.00 
MONDAY AFTERNOONS 
OR 
TUESDAY NITES 
STARTING OCT. 4 
Sign Up UAO. Office 3rd Fir. Union 
YOGA 
Bowling 
Green 
Tel ■MM 
Automatic Temptfatur. Control 
gSKSfo 
NOW H.AYINO- WEEK NITES -7:15, 9:35 
SAT. (, SUN. - 2:30. 4:40, 7:15, 9:25 
Poor GCOMIC 
One day Geor gie Soloway jumped off a penthouse, 
fell in love in an empty theater, raced down a ski slope, 
circled Manhattan in hit private jet, and tried to Find 
tome creep who put him down to every girl he liked. 
THE SISTERS OF 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
SAY 
Howdy and welcome 
back to B.G 
WHEWC MCMg OONO BECOMES AN EVENT! < 
M mm    ■>- -      -,„ ,*~^- ti*t ">' ""no v"e 
1 KBIK (AM 
i A(«IS en mt rut—. 
SMO0US MCIMMG 
Hour*. CUM SIA1S 
I cum *«u TO w«i Katun       -'   a m* COWIPI OI luxurr MtSfMNN 
.1M* IKW l». «««..t I. n.,1,.1. !>.„.-, am 
IOIIDO-S wwisi am 
MW (OMfOHIAKI IHtaltU 
4711141   lOUDO O - 
SEE IT NOW-LKAVES SOON 
1
 IN EVERYONE'S LIFE THEME'S A 
"SUMMER OF '41" 
RATED "R" 
THE LAST MAN ON EARTH 
CHARI.TON HESTON 
"THE OMEGA MAN" 
ROSALINDCASI! 
WARREN BEATTY 
JULIE CHRISTIE 
Mi 1 Alt I. A MRS. MILLER" 
A GAMBLING MAN & A HUSTLING LADY 
anoHoa 
Dustki Hoffmwi 
who b twrry IUMIIIIMI 
•nd wtv . h< uy^ *o«. Wrriblt l»w«p JDOK* n*T 
A   >* -A-    I ••■ 11 'l MS WNWIX 
BdrbdwUdms JritSM^-Dari&ins-DomDebjse 
ranau*i iff -neurcw 
Bowling 
Green 
ACHES Of WEE PAHKING 
NOW HAYING- WEEK NITES   7 20,9 30 
SAT. * SUN.   DI 7, 4, 5:30, 7 
Tel 
M MM 
THEATRE 
SAT. < SUN. 2, 3 45, 5 20 
jQW SHOWING  7.25, 9 30       EVE   7:25, 9:30 
Where your nightmares end 
S    WiUIIRO 
begins. 
This Is the 009 movie you should not see alone. 
COLOR 
cimio 
COLOR b, Dttux.* 
— SOON 
"Marrlaf* d a Taunt; SKKkbratuw' 
"ThaTerch 
in N4M«. Parh" - "Carntal 
experience in education in the 
U.S.," said Dr Shuck, "they 
are taking programs designed 
to prepare the American 
student for life in the United 
States and this education is 
not necessarily relevant to the 
needs of their home country." 
Dr. Shuck said another 
reason that international 
students remaining in the U.S. 
is that very few of the foreign 
governments seem to succeed 
in getting the type of jobs that 
satisfy their students who are 
educated in America. 
Save 
the 
News 
MOVIES 
SKI DEMONSTRATIONS 
PARTIES 
4 BIG WEEKEND 
TRIPS... 
FUN 
JOIN BG's 
SKI CLUBS 
PrTr/r/i    T-»                  10 French              X French             48 Provide 
L   UZrZf-Lril<                    novelist              clergyman.          food. 
*"■"■»"■■               11 Inter-              27 Swerves.         49 Armadillo. 
By Royal H. Rodfern                 iections.            28 Russian            50 Spanish 
12 Baltic                  co-op.                  health. 
ACROSS DOWN                language.          29 Asterisks.        51 Eartha —, 
13 Coherent          30 Hole —                  singer. 
1 Agreement.        1 Mexican                 matter.                   (ace).               52 Festival. 
5 Gives flavor. money.              18 Fasten.              31 Church law.    53 Ancient 
10 Areca, e.g.          ! Pretty soon,    in 1.,,-ri,,              33 Chars.                    Syria. 
14 Poetic                 3 Kine.                      Rican resort    :,:' ""K fuel.          54 Flat top 
enough.              4 Pair.                  ,, ._.           37 Companion.          land. 
15 Crown.               5 Mugs.                      ,„?„                 38 Performs.        55 Paradise. 
16 American           1; 1'„...,,,„                  """f"                39 Haoid.               -,.1 
ostrich.               ! 5*           24 Civil                  44 Peaceful.          £ *l*«     . 
17 Carouse.             „ £!.                           wrongs.             45 Dawn                08 Person • lot. 
20 Cricket               8 Three, pref.    25 Oriental                 goddess.           59 Gain as 
term.                   1 "My Gal—."        nurse.              46 Not rapid.           profit. 
21 Feela 
unwell. 
22 Ejecls. 1 > s 4     atM 1 1 1 t    1 aflio II 12 II 
23 Cattle. 
24 Pitches. 14 it It 
2B Profits. 
29 Of the body. IT 
32 Mr. I-ahr. 
33 Italian 20 m  m"- violin. ■ m m 34 Short sleep. 
36 Convulse. 
40 Before. It 11 u I2' ISO 31    1 41 Rises high. 
42 Wild ox. 
43 Knives. IS H H ' 29 
45 Agreement. 
47 Belay —. 
48 Group or 
sect. 
It 
40 I41 H 
49 (luestioner. 
52 Gambling 
game. 
53 French soul. 
l" r m 48 H 
60 AgBinst. 
61 Horse opera. 
62 Facility. 
1 li 
63 Training org. 
64 Song drama. to 11 ■ H 
65 Gov't agent. l 11 tt 15 
■ Field Enterprises. Inc.. 1971 
CRYPTOGRAM — I.ols Jones 
Mill'    M O P I    1 P O M    DERI. 
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CLaSSIFIED 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
October 1.1971 
LOST 
your  candle  passing 
Phis 
Gamma 
B.G.S.U. Sailing Club will have its 
organizational meeting at 7 30 pm 
Ocl 3. Taft Rm. Union 
Black male cat in So. Summit 
Area. If you have any info call 
Paul 353-6642 
Room    lor    rent,    young    male 
student Call 352 9117 
Big Nancy: Cliff notes or not 
you're still the greatest! Get high 
for a fantastic year. LilJo 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Yoga Lessons: Sign up UAO 
office 3rd floor Union. Lessons 
held Mon allemoon A Tues 
evenings. 
Need bike Call Marina 372 5364 
Sign up for bridge lessons $4.50 for 
8 lessons Lessons start IV1 6. 
Sign up at U A.O office. 
WANTED  babysitter, one or two 
afternoons. Provide    own 
transportation.    Call 352 3581 or 
372-2431 
NEED girls bike    Call Lee 352 
0076 
A child, or an older person needs 
your help and friendship Why not 
volunteer two hours a week for 
tutoring or recreational 
leadership with the U.C.F. 
Tutoring Program? 
Organizational meeting Monday 
Oct 4. 6 30 pm at the U.C.F. 
Center. 313 Thurstin 
Mini-Fridge Rental has lowest 
prices! Rent a 2 cubic foot 
refrigerator for f 12 50 per quarter 
plus |I0 returnable Damage 
Deposit  Call 352-7360 anytime. 
For sale or rent: 1970 mobile 
home, 12' x 60' 10 mi drive from 
B.G 669-3113 
1964 Triumph 650cc contact Keith 
BG News off ice I 
A meet your candidates luncheon 
will be held at Kaufman's today 
from noon 1 pm. This first 
luncheon will Introduce 
candidates for the Bowling Green 
Board of Education. Each 
candidate will be given 4 mm to 
make a presentation and if time 
permits a question and answer 
period will follow. 
College student looking to make 
good money for working one hour 
per day  Call (2151177-7700. 
All    freshmen    interested    in 
cheer leading      Meeting  Monday 
Oct 4 in Memorial Hall 6 pm 
'67 VW one-owner Service every 
3,000 mi Clean. 8995 ph 353-6953 
READERS    WANTED: 
Colleen at 2 3539 
Call 
SKI CLUB meeting Oct 6, 6:30 in 
US E. Bldg 
FOR SALE   1966 Porsche 911 red. 
J2100. 49.000 mi Call 354-4425 
WANTED: Guitar instructor Call 
352-1585 alter 6 pm. 
Becky S Gamma Phi says 
congratulations to you and Dave 
on your engagement! 
4-sale 2 TVs one consolette. one 
small console Make of fer 352-0534 
Saturday October 2 
Rugby Club will have its first 
game of the fall season this Sat. 
Oct 2. at 1 00 pm Sterling Farm 
B.G vs Akron 
Readers for blind student needed 
Kathy Hollis rm. 18 West needs 
readers  evenings,  except   Wed 
Will be paid     Ph   2-4013 or at 
dorm from 7-9 pm. 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
For sale Jag XKE, 1963-67 engine 
good condition 352-7387 
PERSONAL 
Sunday October 3.1171 
 Unitarian 
Fellowship. Unitarian House. E. 
Court St 10 45 am Mixed 
Marriages' Problems 4 
Promises; a discussion and some 
Unitarian    solutions. All 
Welcome. 
PatT. May a "Ring" of happiness 
surround you and Tom! Your 
Gamma Phi sisters. 
Completely private room for 2 
girls & downstairs fura apt 
I girls I ph 823-7581 
Female wanted to share RIDGE 
MANOR apt No. 1. come see us 
any time after 3 pm 
Congrats In Bozo and Connie on 
your    recent    engagement. 
Brothers of Sig Ep 
Need male roommate to share 2- 
man Greenview apt. Call Dan at 
352-0274 
All plastic Social Security card 
now available Order today, get 
free with order leather-textured- 
vinyl card wallet, plus special 
medical card. Send $1.98 plus 30 
cents mailing with Name. S.S. 
number, etc to Bales Plastic ID. 
Box 97. Rossford. Ohio 43460 
For Sale 1969 Honda CLI75 good 
shape, great price 352-0774 
Apt. needed:   for 1 female {want 
to share apt) Call Lynn 354-9761 '6SF-8S-S54 2S41 
Society for Creative 
Anarchroniam. 204 Mosely, 14 
pm. Last fighting practice before 
Crown Tourney! Will meet 
outside if weather permits 
SAP's     Lei's pull like bell and 
win that trophy. DZ's 
House lor rent. 3 br, i block from 
campus. Partly fum 372-3301 
Bon, Congrats on your 
engagement-much happiness 
always! Love in DZ Gimper 1 
Harby 
MALE  ROOMMATE  NEEDED 
for Fall only SlSOCall J72-5175 
The Campus Bridge Club will hold 
Its first Duplicate match of the 
Fall term on Sunday. Oct 3 in the 
Ohio Suite. Play begins promptly 
at 1 30 and is open to all 
experienced players either with 
or without a partner. 
Sig Ep Sam Sex: Golden Hearts 
get very very high for the 
Welcome Back Tea. 
Share student apt S65 plus 
electric New unit on 4th st. John 
Kaltenmark 354-1313 
14 ft. Rhodes Bantam sailboat and 
Tee-Nee trailer Boston dacron 
saild. boat cover, racing gear. 
Trailer and boat both newly 
painted L varnished 1450 Phone 
Donald Simmons. 94. M-F. 
Bowling Green. Ohio 352-4371 
I 
Theta Sigma Phi, society for 
women in communications, will 
hold aa Information Night for all 
interested women. Ohio Suite, 
Union 7 pm Sunday 
Now forming new classes 
Develop poise, grace and 
coordination needed for figure 
skating by learning ballet at 
Academy of Arts Dance Studio, 
lJ7WWootter 352-0032 
Needed: Female roommate to 
share Varsity Square apt. Call Jan 
354-7253 in evening 
For Sale: 175 motorcycle '70SS50 
TV. $45.149 Nap Rd No 29, 354- 
0405 
Traitor for rent 7 ml. East of B.G. 
10' 1 55' no children or pets. 287- 
4543 
Webcor reel-to-reel tape 
recorder Must sell. 116 N Main 
Also free tapes 
Monday Oct 4.1971 
Jeanne G. good luck to you and 
your O.U. lavaller mate! Gamma 
Phi sisters 
NEEDED: 1 MBA for beautiful 
new 4 man apt 1 blk from campus 
Call 352-0838 
Varsity Club Meeting, 7 pm. 
Sunday 115 Ed. Bldg. All Varsity 
Award Winners invited 
Beta. Beta, Beta-the biology 
honorary-first meeting of the 
quarter. Monday, Oct. 4 at I pm. 
112 LileScience Bldg 
Don't miss the greatest fesatt of 
strength of our time!! Be there 
Sunday at 1:30 on Sterling Farm 
Pm' Rromate needed. Own room- 
close to campus. 352-4513 
Snakes   and   Phi   Psis    What's 
mud? We won't find out. KD's 
Pat P Way logo! You finally had 
Need   1  or 2 girls  to  share 3 
bedroom bouse. 22* E. Wooater or 
sss-asns ^^___ 
CRISIS PHONE NEEDS YOU. If 
you would like to be trained as a 
telephone respondent for Crisis 
Phone call S52-PLUS 
Classifieds get results 
Th.BGN.w,,CktoW 1, 1971/Pog«5 
China celebrates National Day 
HONG KONG (AP) 
Chinese Communists in Kong 
Kong began (heir main 
celebration yesterday for 
China's National Day. with the 
emphasis placed on Chinese 
unity and solidarity with 
"oppressed people" 
throughout the world ins;ead 
of on party chairman Mao 
Tse-Tung. 
The Bank of China,  main 
seat for Communist Chinese 
activity in Hong Kong, was 
holding a large cocktail party 
to commemorate the 22nd 
anniversary Friday of the 
founding of Communist China 
IN COMPARISON with past 
years, decorations and slogans 
on Communist buildings in 
f'ong Kong are paying little 
attention to Mao Replacing 
the Mao thoughts are signs 
mostly     acclaiming     the 
anniversary and proclaiming 
China a world revolutionary 
leader 
Decorations went up late 
this year The Bank of China 
delayed until Wednesday 
erection on the top of its 
building a sign saying "Long 
Live Chairman Mao.'' 
Scores of dinners, parties 
and other functions have been 
arranged    by    Communist 
Fall draft set at 10,000 
Countries 
meet 
CwM( W 1Mb Ml Ann Kn»~ 
Uldh and  Ann  Krui* (left)   m«t  with  Premier Chou  En lai 
during their recent visit to the People's Republic of China. 
Reporter talks on media 
WASHINGTON <AP> - The 
pentagon yesterday set a 
10.000-man draft quota for the 
next three months, and 
indicated next year's 
inductions will level off at 
about 1971s nine-year record 
low of 98.000 
Meanwhile. spokesman 
Jerry W Friedheim disclosed 
that Secretary of Defense 
Melvin R. Laird has ordered 
the Army to reverse the 
policy under which Army 
recruiters rejected veterans 
seeking to re-enlist 
The policy conflicted with 
Laird's recent public 
warnings of a dangerous 
military manpower shortage. 
Friedheim    attributed    the 
conflict   to 
confusion'' 
recruiters 
what   he   called 
on  the  part of 
FRIEDHEIM ALSO 
DENIED that the low draft 
call for the remainder of this 
year suggested that Laird was 
crying wolf when he predicted 
during Senate debate that 
Army readiness would be 
damaged significantly unless 
the Selective Service law was 
revived quickly 
The Pentagon spokesman 
argued that, low as it is. the 
new draft call for October. 
November and December 
will generate voluntary 
enlistments in the armed 
forces 
Officials said that actual 
inductions in the final quarter 
this year will total close to 
15.000 because the Selective 
Service System is expected to 
deliver nearly another 5.000 
men under a previous quota 
which hail not been filled when 
the     draft     law      lapsed 
temporarily on June 30 
The lirst men to be inducted 
nuclei the renewed draft likely 
will wear the Army uniform in 
mid-October, the Defense 
Department    said These 
inductees probably will be 
taken from among college and 
junior college graduates 
whose deferments have 
expired. 
The need for investigative, 
specialized and in-depth 
reporting was emphasized by 
St. Louis (Missouri) Post- 
Dispatch reporter Ted Gest 
yesterday when he spoke to 
University journalism 
classes. 
Gest was at the University 
at the invitation of the School 
of Journalism and also to 
interview Dr Ray Browne, 
director of the Center for the 
Study of Popular Culture. 
"It disturbs me that much 
of the news presented by 
television and newspapers are 
pseudo-events designed in 
advance especially for the 
media.'' Gest said 
Rather than present such 
pseudo-events, the media 
should try to investigate and 
analyze the news in order to 
better determine movements 
and trends, he said. 
GEST  IS  ONE  of  the  16 
founding   editors  of   the   St. 
Louis Journalism Review, a 
critique of current journalism 
by those in the profession 
According    to    Gest,    (he 
publication is an "attempt to 
service some of the 
inadequacies of the media and 
to point them ou(-things we 
think the media hasn't 
covered in depth or has been 
wrong about  " 
The Review, which is open 
\ ■    ■-.?■;■-.    ■: 
to all contributions, has no 
advertising and is supported 
through subscription and 
newsstand sales 
Gest, an Oberlin College 
graduate, is a law. police and 
court reporter for the Post- 
Dispatch 
banks, companies, 
newspapers.unions and other 
organizations. 
A Chinese Communist 
newspaper said in a 
commentary on National Day 
that Red China "must 
continue to root out the 
thought of big power 
chauvinism and the tendency 
to formalism which arises out 
of holding fast to old things 
and old habits." 
THE HONG KONG edition 
of theShangai newspaper Wen 
Wei Po. listing actions 
necessary for China to lead 
"world revolution," said: 
"We feel deeply this kind of 
spirit from the activities of 
our fatherland's people in 
celebrating the National 
Day" 
The newspaper's 
commentary appeared to be 
an elaboration on "reforms" 
which China has given as a 
reason for canceling two 
major National Day events in 
Peking, a parade and the 
banquet in the Great Hall of 
People on the eve of the 
anniversary. 
The Red Chinese Foreign 
Ministry said dropping the 
banquet in favor of 90-mmute 
reception was "another 
reform we have made" 
Rumors have circulated 
that the parade, where Mao 
makes a personal appearance 
each year, was dropped 
because the party chairman 
was dead or very ill. None of 
the rumors has been 
confirmed by reports from 
China. 
FRESHMAN MIXER 
Sat, Oct. 2 - 8 to 12 
GRAND BALLROOM 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
Musk by "Blue Tater" 
PRESENTED BY U.A.O. 
Mr Mushroom   We.COme HOITie 
IfitJhrpU 
Tftushroom. 
11 fo 7 Daily 
Reg. Price SALE 
$6.50  
$2 & $3  
$1 &$2  
also Rings, Incense, Paper, Pipes 
11 »o 5 Sat. 904 E. Woosler (next to T.O.'$) 
 Belts  
.Earrings. 
.Earrings. 
Sale Price 
 $3.50 
 $1.60 
2pr./$1.50 
zL Isanello s 
203  N. Main 
lewHng Oreen, Ohi» 
w. UM fmfc fe-fh 
FREE  Delivery 
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS 
Phone 352-6782, 352-5167 or 352-5166 
I P.M.- I AM  Dill* - 2 A.M. F.i  A Sal. 
SIZES 
UHH 
Any  I   Item 
Any 2  lt«m. 
Any 3  llama 
D*1UK 
fKir*   CtvMM 
mint 
• •.,..... 
• 0„,.n, 
D....,..., - io Mi 
$1 10 
I 30 
I SO 
1.70 
l.tO 
.« 
II   I..I. 
$1.40 
1 70 
3.00 
2 30 
2.60 
.20 
14 i-.l. 
$1*0 
230 
2.70 
3 10 
3.S0 
.35 
II  1-cK 
$2.f0 
3.40 
3 90 
4 30 
4.(0 
35 
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LEITMANS 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
"LEVI STA-PREST CENTER" 
Make LEITMANS Your 
Back-To-School Clothing 
Headquarters For ... 
• LEVI STA-PREST® 
SLACKS & JEANS 
— No Ironing Needed — 
• SPORT COATS Stanley Blacker 
PERMA-PRESS 
9 SHIRTS   Arrow & Shapely 
Jockey & Arrow 
Forum • SWEATERS 
• SLACKS    Reston-Asher 
• JACKETS   Woolrich 
• DOUBLE KNIT 8f Sportcoats 
Lehman's Men's Wear 
147 N. Main St. Ph. 354-7511 
FREE PARKING IN REAR-USE BACK ENTRANCE 
fc*id 
.,.*•■ 
.«•*' 
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\\ 
PIEDMONT CORPORATION INTRODUCES 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE 
SPACIOUS, COMFORTABLE LIVING 
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY 
9 or 12 Month leases $65 
PER MONTH   PER PERSON 
* 
* 
t 
i^*» 
ri 
vv, 
SPECIAL RATES TO 
MARRIED COUPLES   $195/mo. 
-For Residents Only- 
Beautiiul recreation building 
with enclosed pool for 
year-round swimming 
12 MONTH LEASE 
************ RENT INCLUDES 
IVh Bath 
year round swimming pool 
cablevision 
laundry facilities in each bldg. 
security lock Intercom system 
commercial stores to service complex 
services of recreation center 
fireproof apts. 
separate kitchen & dining room 
gas air conditioning 
gas heating 
gas charcoal grill-outside 
gas lite parking lot 
soundproof apts. 
For information call: 
?« 
* COMPLETELY FURNISHED 
*  And wall -to-wall carpeting 
*** AND IT'S IN EASY 
WALKING   DISTANCE 
FROM CAMPUS  **■ 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO."    pm^ 
Offering a complete listing of 
houses and apts. for the single 
student    &     married     couple 
PHONE 352-9378 or 353-9154 
M 
. :i3* rr 
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Booters travel to Kent for opener JLJL.11 l "   f 
By Jo* Burchlck 
Sporlt Wrller 
The road lo improvement on 
last season's goal starved 4-5-1 
record begins this afternoon 
for the Bowling Green soccer 
team as they open their 
season at Kent State. 
"Everyone is quite anxious 
to get going." commented 
Cochrane. We did well in our 
practice games and have been 
holding our own in practice 
sessions but we need to play, 
and get going ' 
THE FALCONS coming of I 
two impressive preseason 
shut-outs of Kenyon College 
(8-01 and Loraiti Community 
College (3-0i. and ranked 
eigth in the state will face a 
big hustling ball club in Kent 
State 
Thev    are    a    big.    tall 
physical team." Cochrane 
commented "They do not 
have any real outstanding 
players on their squad but 
have pretty good overall 
balance " 
Cochrane sees this 
afternoon's season opener as a 
close even battle, similar to 
last season's match when the 
teams deadlocked here 1-1 
KENT CARRIES a 1 1 mark 
iH@f PAtftS. 
20% OFF ON ALL 
MERCHANDISE 
SALE LAST TILL 
OCT. 5 
LARGEST SELECTION OF 
PANTS & TOPS IN TOWN 
TODAY'S FASHIONS FOR 
MEN & WOMEN 
LANDLOVER BROOMSTICKS        CAMPUS 
MALE       WRIGHT       H.I.S. 
OVER 60 BRAND NAMES IN STOCK 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
STADIUM PLAZA 352 5392 
into todays battle The 
Golden Flashes bounced 
Western Michigan 3-2 in their 
season's opener but fell to 
Denison 6-2 this past 
Wednesday 
Seven underclassmen will 
be in the starting lineup for 
the Falcons against Kent 
Juniors Eric Seldin. Joe 
Costa. Warren f.'eede and 
Chris Hands all from River 
Dell High School in Oradell. 
New Jersey will comprise the 
front line. 
The second line will have 
seniors Don Gable and Howie 
Siegel along with sophomore 
Dave Dyminski while 
sophomores Paul Wayne and 
George Pabicht and senior 
Hob Gofus will be at the 
defense spots Senior Jeff 
Saams will also see action at 
di'lcnsc 
FRESHMAN Bill Peyne 
will be in the goal for the 
Falcons as regular goalie Jeff 
Essig is still out with a 
fractured wrist.. 
■We are all ready to go," 
Cochrane assured "Once play 
opens tomorrow the action 
should   indeed   be   fast   and 
furious." 
After this this afternoon's 
battle the Falsons will be 
home for four straight games 
starting with second-ranked 
Akron Unversity. Tuesday 
afternoon. Miami, Western 
Michigan and Ball State round 
out the home stand 
This 'n' that 
A wrestling meeting will 
be held at 4 p.m Monday in 
Memorial 1'all 
All 71-72 tennis hopefuls will 
meet today at 4 p.m in room 
202 Memorial 1'all 
A lacrosse meeting will be 
held Wednesday at 7 p.m. in 
room 1021'anna 1'all. 
Today is the last day for all 
men interested in officiating 
touch football games for pay 
to apply at the intramural 
office. Room 201 Memorial 
Pall. 
The Natatorium will be 
open for student recreational 
swim periods on Tuesday. 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
of each week. 
The open pool hours are 
Tuesday 8-10 p.m.. Friday 
6 30-10 p.m.. Saturday 3-8 
pm and Sunday 2-4 p.m 
ATTEND FREE 
'Changing with the Seventies' 
invites all interested men 
to a 
HOUSE PARTY 
TONIGHT     8:00 
PI KAPPA ALPHA HOUSE 
BRING A FRIEND 
LOOK FOR THE FIRE ENGINE 
NawipKcl* by Sim I 
Kjclcino * freshman soccer hopeful practices hit 
** kicking    techniques    during    a    recent 
■ • practice session.   The booters will open 
prOCFICe ,neir „„,„„ a| Kent tomorrow. 
LESSON 
You'll Increase Your 
Reading Speed On The Spot! 
For The 1st Time Ever 
• World Famous Evelyn Wood 
Reading Dynamics offers you 
a free glimpse of wh.it it's like 
to be able to re.id and study 
much faster . 
• You'll actually be taught how 
to read and study faster during 
the exciting Speed Reading 
Lesson. 
We want you to decide for your 
self the value of becoming a 
Speed-Reader, Evelyn Wood 
style 
You'll see why Presidents 
Kennedy and Nixon invited 
Evelyn Wood to the White 
House to teach their advis- 
ors and the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff how to read faster 
You'll hear what the faculty 
members of one of America's 
foremost colleges says about 
Evelyn Wood, and watch them 
read-fast' 
You'll find this Special Free of 
fer of increased reading speed 
to be an excitinggand unusual 
experience. 
ANNIVERSARY 
SALE 
SAVE UP TO 25% 
'Pint Edition Ttuakjgivtnf Plate 1(71 
Choose from perfect gifts from 21 countries 
From Italy and France — tapestries —19% 
From Turkey and Spain — Jewelry -.. 25% 
all other items — 16% off 
Order your handmade wedding bands during our Anniversary sale and save 
18% 
Beautiful Royal Copenhagen Christmas plates 1971 regular price $15 — on 
sale for $11.95 
Musical Clocks from Germany 
Beautiful pottery tea sets 
maslei charge VATAN'S 
109 N. MAIN 
352-7197 
Mmi thru I'n. 
10 to 9 
Sat. 9-5 
FREE COFFEE EVERY DAY 
ORDER YOUR 
HOMECOMING MUM 
TODAY 
Also Take Advantage 
of our Weekend 
Special 
DAISYS      $2.00/doz. 
ROSES        $6.00/doz. 
MYLES FLOWERS 
109 CLAY ST. 
352-2002 or 353-2802 
For the first time we are offering 
a Special Speed-Reading Les- 
son to provide you with a 
glimpse of what it's like to be 
able to read and study almost 
as fiist as you can turn pages 
<ind    you'll    actually 
participate in the techniques 
th.it  will  improve  your  reading 
Free MINI Lessons! 
Today and Tomorrow 
4:00 & 8:00 P.M. 
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge 
East Wooster and 1-75 
TetepboM. 473-3135 
4427 Talmadge Rd., Suite M-l 
Toledo, Ohio 43623 
Smtffm^md READING DYNAMICS 
Clahe yourdate 
to a w&M famous 
restaurant 
McDonalds 
1050 South Main 
North of Gypsy Lana 
Bowling Graan, Ohio 
The  Big  Duck 
Is  Here! 
(MAGNUMS) 
South  Side 6 
Main St. at Napolaon Rd. 
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Bronco defense challenges 
Falcon offensive machine 
■ 
Cwminlwwi.iiiiiin,,! 
Offensive 5enio'   quorterbotk  Ted   Grignon  will 
C
 dit«l the  Bronco attack againtt the 
I_ _ J Falcon* Saturday at Doyt L Parry field. 
leaaer T«d h currently the MAC't total oHenje 
loader with 468 yards 
By Jack Carle 
Sports Editor 
Are they (or real? 
That's the question local 
football have been asking 
since the Falcons won their 
first two contests. 
WESTERN    MICHIGAN 
may provide the answer 
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. on Doyt 
L Perry field 
The Broncos are ranked 
third nationally in both 
rushing defense and in total 
defense On running plays. 
WMU has given up jusl 80 
yards on 108 carries, an 
average of .7 yards per try 
It will be Bowling Green's 
highly ranked offense t third in 
the nation in total offense and 
fourth in rushing offense) 
against the Bronco defense 
which has been stopping the 
rush 
IN THE FIRST two games 
of the year, the Falcons have 
been the surprise of the Mid- 
American    Conference 
romping over East Carolina 
after an opening game victory 
Ohio University. In some pre- 
season predication. BG was 
picked to win only two games 
Powever. the presence of 
highly talented sophomores in 
the starting line-up at key 
positions has not harmed the 
Falcons. 
Sophomores are at eight 
starting positions and 
inexperienced upper- 
classmen at seven other 
spots made head coach Don 
Nehlen very apprehensive 
before the season began 
On the other hand, coach 
Bill Doolittle has a senior- 
dominated squad with 34 
returning lettermen and 17 
starters back from a 7-3 team 
that ended the season with a 
seven game winning streak. 
IN CONTRAST to last 
year's opening three losses, 
the Broncos are 3-0 this season 
with wins over Illinois. Ball 
State and Northern Illinois. 
At the pre-season MAC 
football    press    conference. 
coach Doolittle picked his 
team as the league champion 
The 1'ouston veer and option 
veer offense are the Broncos 
key offense sets and coach 
Nehlen indicated that WMU 
has the personnel to make the 
offense work Top running 
backs Larry Cates and Roger 
I.awson and quarterback Ted 
Grignon make the offense go 
Cates was MAC offense 
player of the week last week 
for his 146 yards he gained 
rushing in the Northern 
Illinois   game l'e    also 
relumed two kickoffs for 64 
tf 
sporrs 
Cards, Hoosiers provide opposition 
CC win skein faces rigid test 
By Dan Cassedy 
Sports Writer 
•It'll be a speed race and 
not an endurance race " 
That's the opinion of croH 
country coach Mel Brodt as 
the Falcons prepare to face 
the invasion of two top Indiana 
teams Saturday 11 am at the 
stadium track. 
Indiana University and Ball 
Stale will bring their strong 
distance runners to the flat 
Falcon course in a five mile 
contest Both clubs threaten 
to end Bowling Green's string 
of 17 consecutive dual and 
triangular meet victories. 
THE HOOSIERS were 19-1-0 
in all meets last year and 
finished fourth in the 
nationals. Ball State has it's 
first three runners back from 
last years 6-5 team along with 
some promising newcomers. 
Bowling (ireen has two wins 
this season after posting a 10-0 
record in meets last fall. The 
Falcons managed to finish 
eight in the NCAA finals 
without the assistance of Dave 
Wottle. strongest challenger 
to Ail-American Sid Sink. 
Wottle is back this year, 
assuming the leadership as 
captain and pacesetter, for a 
squad which returns everyone 
but Sink from the previous 
season l'e set a Wayne State 
four mile course record with a 
time of 19:50 in the first meet 
Pirates await playoff foe 
PHILADELPHIA .API - 
"It's just a question of who 
gets hot." says Manager 
Danny Murtaugh of the 
Pittsburgh     Pirates     in 
analyzing the National League 
playoffs which start tomorrow 
on the West Coast 
Murtaugh's Pirates wound 
up their regular season last 
Orioles meet As 
BALTIMORE IAPI - The 
Baltimore Orioles, who have 
never lost an American 
League playoff game, open a 
best-of-5 series against 
Oakland tomorrow in the 
midst of another torrid 
winning streak. 
The Orioles won their final 
11 games of the season, 
equaling the club record set at 
the end of the 1970 season- 
when they continued on to 
sweep Minnesota in the 
playoffs and take Cincinnati, 
four games to one. in the 
World Series 
AFTER BEING upset by 
the New York Mets in the 1969 
World Series, the Orioles 
figured they may have relaxed 
a little loo much after 
wrapping up the first of their 
three straight American 
League division titles, 
although they again swept 
Minnesota in the playoffs 
In winning their last 11 this 
season, the Orioles scored 74 
runs and rapped out 123 hits. 
By contrast, Oakland scored 
43 runs while winning seven of 
its last 11. 
Vida Blue. Oakland s 24- 
game winner who beat the 
Orioles 1-0 and 2-1 during the 
season, will oppose Dave 
McNally. a 21-game winner, in 
Saturday's opener 
League officials deny 
Marshall entry rumor 
COLUMBUS   (API   -   The 
Mid-American Conference has 
denied a report Marshall will 
1
      be readmitted to the league in 
the next few days 
• t RUMORS CIRCULATED in 
West Virginia earlier this 
week that the MAC'S Council 
of Presidents would gather in 
an emergency meeting to take 
in the Puntington school 
again. 
"There's absolutely no 
chance the Marshall case will 
come up before February." 
said a MAC spokesman 
Wednesday 
That is the next time the 
-• presidents, the governing 
body of the conference will 
meet. 
MARSHALL WAS 
suspended in 1969 for what the 
MAC termed recruiting 
violations and poor physical 
facilities. The presidents 
later   said   the   Thundering 
Herd could not reapply until 
1973, but moved that up to 1972 
at its July meeting this year. 
After the last meeting 
Miami president Phillip 
Shriver. head of the council 
and MAC commissioner Fred 
Jacoby visited Marshall for a 
personal inspection. 
At that time, they said the 
school could reapply in 
February. 1972 and Marshall 
officials seemed interested 
THE CONFERENCE down 
to six schools after the 
Marshall suspension took in 
Central Michigan and Eastern 
Michigan at its July expansion 
meeting. Current members 
are Ohio University. Bowling 
Green. Toledo. Kent State, 
Miami and Western Michigan. 
If Marshall is taken back, 
the conference would swell to 
nine members. In that case, 
the presidents wou'd shop for 
a tenth school. 
night against the Philadelphia 
Phillies. Pittsburgh clinched 
the Eastern Division 
championship a week ago and 
has been playing out the string 
while the San Francisco 
Giants and Los Angeles 
Dodgers engaged in their dog- 
fight for the Western title. 
Murtaugh said he had no 
druthers in the Giants- 
Dodgers shootout, although 
the pirates beat Los Angeles 
eight to four in their 12-game 
regular season set, while 
losing 9 of 12 to the Giants He 
repeated his who-gets-hot 
theory. 
"IN A SHORT series 
whoever gets hot is going to 
win; it's as simple as that." 
insisted the Pittsburgh 
manager. 
Murtaugh said he has been 
resting star outfielder 
Roberto Clemente. who was 
hitting 342 before Thursday 
night's finish with the 
Phillies "I want Clemente 
rested for the playoffs and the 
Series." Murtaugh said. 
The tobacco-chewing 
Murtaugh said he would open 
the best of five game playoffs 
with right-hander Steve Blass 
and use Dock Ellis in the 
second game. Blass won 15 
and lost 8 with an ERA of 2.85 
while Ellis has a 19-9 record 
for 1971. 
two weeks ago. 
Indiana has Steve Kelley 
and Bob Somesan to lead the 
way. Kelley was the Big Ten 
steeplechase champion and 
Somesan last week broke the 
1'oosier course record 
previously held by Kelley 
ANOTHER     INDIANA 
threat is freshman Steve 
Heidenreich. who ran a 4:11 
mile in high school. Scott 
Piles is an up-and-down 
runner for the Hoosiers but 
Brodt considers him one of 
their top men. 
"Indiana beat Indiana State 
15-49. which is almost a 
perfect score (15-501." said 
Brodt. 
The Falcon coach, who 
stresses group running, also 
noted, "their first and fifth 
men were only 21 seconds 
apart, which is good spacing." 
The Ball State Cardinals 
have Steve Wynder to show 
the way. Al Myers is a close 
second to Wynder. The third 
man. Bob Bowman, was the 
Indiana slate high school 
champion last year. 
THE CARDS arc off to an 
impressive start this season 
with five straight wins 
Victims include Miami 
(Ohioi, Purdue, Central 
Michigan and Ohio State. 
Wynder, Myers and Bowman 
did the damage for Ball State. 
Thus, tile Falcons must face 
Kelly and Somesan of 
Indiana and Wynder and 
Myers of Ball State for the top 
individual spot. Wottle is 
BG's best threat to take 
honors, but he should get 
strong support from Tracy 
Elliott and Steve Danforth. 
Bob McOmber and Rich 
Breeze can be counted on to 
help carry the load for the 
Falcons with needed support 
coming from Craig 
Macdonald, Rick Schnittker. 
Dave Olson and Don Windom 
"Indiana is the favorite," 
assured Brodt, "But if our 
group slays together we'll do 
all right." 
yards 
"WESTERN MICHIGAN is 
the team to beat in the MAC." 
said Nehlen This is the 
crucial game in the MAC title 
race " 
"If we are undefeated next 
week at this time we will be 
the team to beat in the MAC." 
said Nehlen 
But. the Falcons have the 
task this week of lacing WMU 
and they are going into the 
game in full health 
Sophomore running back Paul 
Miles has run for 244 yeards in 
54 attempts (or a 4.5 average 
REID     LAMPORT    WILL 
start his third straight game 
at quarterback Lamport 
came into two-a-day (all 
practice as the third-team 
signal-caller but injuries 
moved him into the number 
one spot and he has responded 
by leading the Falcons to two 
victories. 
Bob Martin has returned 
from a shoulder injury and 
will start al quick guard The 
rest of the BC line-up is the 
same with Rick Newman and 
Greg Meczka al ends. Tony 
Kijanko and John Czerwinski 
al tackles. Fred Sturl and 
Martin al guards and Denny 
Maupin al center 
Lamport. Miles, Jerry 
Fields, and Bill Pittman are in 
the backdeld Pittman is 
reluming lo the starting line- 
up alter being knocked 
unconsious in the second half 
of the East Carolina game. 
Ticket info 
Student tickets for the 
Western Michigan game are 
on sale today until 5 p.m. in 
the Memorial Hall ticket 
office. The office will also be 
open tomorrow from 8 am 
until noon 
Student ticket books, good 
for all home football and 
basketball games are on sale 
for three dollars. ID cards 
mull be presented with the 
purchase of all sludenl 
tickets. 
Women's sports 
Special to the BG Newi 
What's happening with 
women's sports at Bowling 
Green deserves a good look 
because many of the activities 
have already started. 
The Women's Recreational 
Association (WRA) has made 
up a schedule for this years 
activities. Any university 
woman can participate in 
activities fall, winter and 
spring quarters. 
FIELD    HOCKEY    and 
volleyball are two fall sports 
just getting underway. Speed 
swimming, (encing and 
bowling will take place during 
(all and winter quarters. 
Also this (all will be tennis. 
Gymnastics, synchronized 
swimming, and dance happen 
all three quarters. Basketball 
is a winter activity and track 
and (ield. golf, Softball and 
lacrosse are available in the 
spring only. 
The WRA plans 
tournaments in basketball, 
softball and volleyball. The 
volleyball tournament is 
getting ready (or action with 
the last day (or entries being 
October 6. Teams may 
register in the intramural 
office in the women's gym. 
Sallie Papovec, president of 
WRA and Miss Sue Pager can 
answer any questions or give 
detailed information on all the 
activities. The WRA office is 
in room 201 of the Women's 
gym. 
ON DEFENSE Bill Monlrie 
and Tom Fisher are the ends. 
Larran Meador and Gary 
Zelonis at tackles with Earl 
Hargrove at middle guard 
Rich Duetemever and John 
Villapiano are the 
linebackers, with Julius Livas 
the monster back, and Joe 
Kettle and Myron Wilson the 
halfbacks and Gary Seeman at 
safely 
Western Michigan i3-0.at BOWLING GREEN (2-0i 
Iowa Si,a.- I l) at KENTi 1-21 
Marshallil-liatMIAMIi3-0l 
TOl.EIH)! 3-01 at Ohio Universityi 1-11 
By Jack Carle 
Sports Editor 
1)1 course, the big game this week is the battle of the 
undeleated. Bowling Green and Western Michigan The 
Broncos have one of the toughest defenses in the nation to run 
against while the Falcons have the third best running offense in 
the nation. 
But. this seems to be the year of the Falcon and since the 
team is also playing al home, we will have to go with BG to 
make their record 3-0 with seven to go as the sunsineof Florida 
gels brighter 
The other big game is Toledo at Ohio as the Rockets are out to 
make it 27 in a row The Rockets were in a tough game two 
weeks ago needing a fourth quarter field goal to beat Villinova 
10-7. However, the OU pass defense has been weak and MAC 
player of the year Chuck Ealey will pick apart the defense. 
Look for Toledo with their "Wizard of Ohs and Ahhs" 
quarterback to come into Falcon  land next week. 4-0. 
The Young Thundering Herd is trying to regroup after the 
fatal plane crash last season. However, the Miami Redskins 
are on the warpath and are always tough at home Look for the 
skins lo be 40 before Ihey start MAC play. 
When calling an unknown always go with the MAC school. So. 
in the Iowa Slate-Kent game, the Golden Flashes will make up 
for last week's loss at Ohio and even their record at 2-2. 
DOM/NO'S 
Friday Special 
FREE COKES 
WITH ONE 
LARGE 
PIZZA 
Domino's FREE COKE 
H9.C99I   WITH ONE ODA-DLAl       SMALL 
PIZZA 
Ruggers host Akron 
Special to the BG Newt 
Get ready. Bowling Green, 
(or another rip-roaring, bone 
breaking rugby season. 
The Bowling Green Rugby 
Club opens its (all season 
against Akron tomorrow at 1 
pm at Poe Ditch Memorial 
Rugby Field on Sterling 
Farm. 
This year's squad lost only 
two starters (rom a team that 
compiled an 8-4 record last 
spring. 
THE RUGGERS face a 
devestating threat at Akron's 
left wing position. Butch Falk, 
former    Bowling     Green 
wrestling and rugby star, 
occupies that spot for the 
Akronites. 
In respect for his 
outstanding abilities. The 
Bowling Green coaches, P.J. 
Paynes and Roger 
Mazzarella, are considering 
assigning one man to shadow 
Falk throughout Saturday's 
match. 
Returning BG players 
include hooker Frank 
Merecicky, wingers Dave 
Grooms and Rick Griswald, 
centers Joe Campisi and John 
Svoboda, fullback Randy 
Melvin and Paynes last year's 
most valuable player and 
current club president. 
BACHELORS III 
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Across from Frisco's 
Choice Liquor & Your Favorite Brew 
MODERATE PRICES «^«^»*»^««, 
Dance On Our   LARGE DANCE FLOOR 
Congratulations to Football Team 
trving Hungarian Hot Dogs, Amarkan Dogs & Chili 
Hungarian Hamburger, Hot Roast Beef, Ham In Wise Siuce 
Pog« l/TK* BG N.wv Otlob.. 1, 1971 
Reviews 
BY R. SERGE DENISOFF 
I honestly did nol expert lo like Poems 
Prayers and Promises since John 
Denver originally impressed me as a 
second rale version o( Tom Paxlon 
Powever. afler being inspired by Oriel 
Marcus admonition thai ihere now exist 
new horizons of excellence in Top Forty 
Land. I immediately put this album on 
the turntable poised at Take Me Pome. 
Country Roads 
For some curious reason, perhaps the 
arrangement- and reluctantly the vocal-- 
the song stuck with me (or the entire 
day I even found myself turning up the 
car radio at the opening strains, which 
ocrurred quite frequently given the 
multitudinous bounties of Boss Radio 
Okay, he is capable of two good songs   - 
the first being Leaving on a Jet Plane 
Surprisingly, the remainder of the 
album was of equally high quality Milt 
Okun PP&M's producer, no doubt had 
something to do with this Bill Danoff 
and Taffy Nivelt. who sounds 
suspiciously like Mary Travers. 
contribute significantly to the vocals 
on the belter cuts 
All of this is a prelude to Mr Denver, 
who it seems has gotten beyond being 
just another writer who contributed a hit 
to PP&M Denver ran through a spate of 
songs many of which he DID NOT il 
repeat did not i write Amazing' A linger 
with a guitar who does not feel 
compelled to fill an album with only his 
own stuff Would only more singers 
follow this lead Not only that, but he 
actually tackles pieces associated with 
other performers and docs a credible 
job 
Denver's rendition of Fire and Rain'' 
has more character in places than Mister 
Taylor, although. I still preler Joan 
Baez's interpretation on 
CELEBRATION. 
I..is. ell. - anti-war poem The Box". 
Irequently leatured on posters, is read 
with impact The hard traveling singer 
routine of I Guess Pe'd Rather He in 
Colorado." originally done by Mary 
Travers on her disasterous solo album, is 
performed as it should have been with 
simplicity 
'Denver's own songs are fairly 
standard in the folk poet genre "Take 
Me Pome", now dominating the charts 
regardless of its infectiousness. is rather 
hoaky stuff-"West Virginia, mountain 
mama'"'    Mountain Mama'1''    But it 
works The title song is a fascinating 
word picture of the life of Reich 
Consciousness III and Roszak's 
Counter Culture People "My 
Sweet Lady" is further proof ol Denver's 
growth as a writer "Lady is tender as 
was Paxton s 'I'lgh Flying Dove " The 
comparison here is a positive one As 
anyone within range of a Boss Sound 
station must know pro Indian songs are 
now very much the Cause Celebre 
of this year Klton John, the Raiders. 
I'oyl Axlon. Mary Travers. and of course 
Buffy Sainte Marie have lyrically 
outlined the plight and possible revenge 
of the American Redman While Buffy's 
songs remain predominant in the area. 
Denver's entry 'Wooden Indian" is 
perhaps the best of the current crop 
since it states the angei and bitterness 
that three hundred years ol broken 
promises, treaties, and impoverished 
existence has engendered 
Poems, prayers.and Promises may be 
quasi middle-media, but it can also be 
one of the better lolkish albums ol this 
summer 
The "live" album is rapidly replacing 
the "clean up" or "best ol" genre. Neil 
Diamond's (iold. and more recently John 
Sebastian and C.S.N &• Y's concert 
performances have been rehashes ol 
their      oldies     hul    goodies The 
recording and production quality id these 
efforts has raised many doubts about the 
value ol such packages C.S.N. & Y's 4 
Way Street may well bury the "live" 
genre after one million consumers 
realise thai their ten bucks bought them 
second-rate versions of songs they 
probably already had 
At the outset The Compleal Tom 
Paxton appears lo lall into the "live" 
type trend When one realties llus Bitter 
End performance was made in June ol 
last year and thai Paxton has switched 
labels, the opportunistic explanation 
gains considerable luster But. alas, 
Compleal is an album worth having II 
does contain many ol the Paxton oldies. 
however many now lack the supei over 
production so plainly apparent on Ins last 
two albums 
"Jimmy Neuman" the poignant 
antiwar song finally becomes real along 
with the Things I Notice Now The 
remainder of the set includes most ol lire 
songs from the classic Morning Again 
I.P and other "lilts "Wonder Where 
I'm   Bound".    "Rambling   Boy"   and 
Even ordinary thistles take on their own kind of beauty in 
striking sunset silouhett*. 
"Marvelous Toy " The "underground" 
favorite "Talking Vietnam Pot Luck 
Blues," dedicated toSpiro Agnew. is also 
found here 
Paxton's Arlosque patter about his 
Army experiences are entertaining and 
fit well into the production He will not 
displace Arlo as a monologist-humorist. 
Nonetheless, it fits.  Compleal is a good 
illustration that not all Live clean up 
albums have to be poorly recorded "best 
ol    sets 
Gelling away from the issue of "live" 
albums, Tom Paxton has proven once 
again that well written topical songs are 
still interesting "Mr Blue" the 
Kafkaesque plight of organization man 
takes on a great value in light of Mr 
Koover'l use of the telephone lines The 
anti-war songs are some of the best 
written yet. 
Paxton's love songs, perhaps his major 
writing strength, are most worthwhile 
particularly "A Wild Flying Dove." 
"When We Are Gone." and "I Give You 
the Morning" 
The Complcat Tom Paxton is just that 
on what may be the best live folkie 
recording in many months 
"McGuinn and McGuire keep a getting 
higher " If fact, they didn't Barry 
McGuire may well now be selling used 
cars in Los Angeles Roger McGuinn 
and group - continuously called the 
Byrds despite exhaustive personnel 
changes continue    on    with 
BYRDMANIAX. their twelfth album 
Looking back to YOUNGER THAN 
YESTERDAY it is readily apparent that 
the Byrds have stuttered and slipped 
rather than rising to new heights. 1, for 
one. believe McGuinn and Co have 
rarely reached the potential inherent in 
the group Indeed, many ex-Byrds - 
Crosby. Clark. Kleinow. I'illman, 
Parsons. Clarke - have had to go 
elsewhere to attain higher musical 
moments Still they did leave in their 
wake "folk-rock" and the ideal Ivpe of 
country-rock, SWEETHEART OF THE 
RODEO. 
The reasons for Ihis apparent musical 
sch/oid phenomena has aptly been 
outlined by David Crosby and McGuinn 
in their ROLLING STONE interviews 
McGuinn is a hard person to work with 
and for Nonetheless, like John Mayall. 
he can produce some outstanding 
material Pe has not done tins since 
SWEETHEART and its follow-up. DR. 
BYRDS AND MR. HYDE. EASY 
RIDER and UNTIT1.ED were fillers 
particularly the lalter which included the 
disasterous Fillinore Fast seta 
With BYRDMANIAX McGuinn seems 
to have made yet another stylistic 
change with a relatively tight group 
Clarence While. Gene Parsons. Skip 
Baltin were all on (he last album This 
change is certainly not ol the magnitude 
of SWEETHEART, but it is a subtle 
move to the Dvlanese ol NASHVILLE 
SKYLINE      and       NEW      DAY. 
If a cliche helps. BYRDMANIAX is 
'country-lock gone uptown" or AG" 
I Alter (lien I lo paraphrase Ralph 
Emory. This album contains the 
inevitable hymn, "Glory. Glory" and 
political satire. "I Wanna Grow l'p To 
Be A Politician (And Take Over This 
Beautiful Land)." The remainder of the 
album exhibits a sophistication of lyrical 
images and Instrumental depth not 
generally  associated  with  this group 
Nearly all ol the selections are ballads, 
frequently mixed strings and the 
expected female chorus a la Rita 
Coolidge For example, the tender 
"Kathleen's Song" could well be taken 
for "Bridge Over Troubled Water" 
"Jamaica Say You Will" is a close 
cousin to Steve Stills "Change 
Partners" but with strings Either of 
these comparisons is a negative one "I 
Trust is a quasi-religious lyric similar 
(o "All The Wild Porses" but with an 
optimistic portrayal of the future The 
remaining songs do not fit any given 
pattern 
"Pale Blue" is a semi-folk ballad 
somewhat reminiscent of "East 
Virginia" recalling the "on the road" 
ethic ending with the wish that the 
wanderer can "see you in daylight when 
the sheets are pale blue" The 
symbolism, here, transcends previous 
McGuinn compositions. 
"My Destiny" is a contemporary 
version of "Four Walls" and is perhaps 
the best cut on the entire album and 
would no doubt be a highly effective 
single "Citizen Kane." by bass player 
BaUin. is a funky piece arranged with a 
roaring 1920s arrangement which reads 
like a Joyce Paber account of a 
gathering at Pearst Castle After each 
description of the festivities the chorus 
repeats "diamonds feel like rain Citizen 
Kane   was   king poor  Citizen   Kane " 
The impending doom amidst the 
splendor and gaily is apparent and- 
contemporary, yet much more poignant 
than Eric Burden's editorial "Black 
Plague" of several years ago "Green 
Apple Quickstep" is a second rate 
version of the instrumental "Nashville 
Skyline " 
BYRDMANIAX is a definite step in 
the right direction. Wonder how long 
this chapter of the Byrds will slay 
together now that a good LP has been 
produced. 
by maty When 
look closely and you will see another print 'nealh 
(he willow tree. 
number/9 
Things are looking up.   Would you believe this is 
an ant's eye view of the water tower? 
Photo by JoAnn HioMo 
Twenty-four frames a second 
By Jack Naehbar 
"Forty-Second Street," Iree this 
Sunday night in 105 I'anna at 8:30. is 
overdone and vulgar It's also a great 
movie 
America's unashamed love of the 
gaudily vulgar is one ol (his country's 
distinctive and oftimes charming 
characteristics. Much of Europe's 
music. Pandel, Mozart, grew out of the 
i.isirt uI salons of the nobility. America's 
music, jazz, was first heard in 
Storeyville. (he brothel district of New 
Orleans While Parisians enjoy a stroll 
down (he Champs-Elysees and a meal a( 
a quainl sidewalk cafe, Americans 
(romp (he midways of (heir s(a(e fairs 
gobbling loot-long hot dogs Chartres 
has its cathedral; New York has its neon 
monument to materialism. Times 
Square 
In American movies, affection for 
vulgarity is most obvious in (he musical. 
And (he king of (he overpopulaled, 
overdressed, overchoreographed. 
musical film will forever be Busby 
Berkeley. 
Berkeley had been staging Broadway 
musicals for years when he was brought 
to Polly woodto direct musical sequences 
for Samuel Goldwyn and later beginning 
in 1933. Warner Brothers. Bu( his film 
direction quickly ou(did any(hing 
possible on the Broadway s(age 
Berkeley's formula called for as many 
beautiful girls as possible, doing a dance 
as unusual as possible, filmed from as 
many angles as possible Berkeley even 
talked Jack Warner into cutting out a 
secUon of roof in one of Warners sound 
stages so Berkeley could more easily 
film    his    girls    directly    overhead. 
"Forty-Second Street." is Busby 
Berkeley at his best. In one number. 
"Shuffle Off to Buffalo." a train sleeping 
car jacknifes open to reveal a bevy of 
honeymooning couples dancing around in 
their pajamas. In another. Berkeley has 
the camera dolly between the legs of an 
entire chorus line In (he grand finale, a 
supposed Broadway show in which Ruby 
Keeler s(eps in for the s(ar at (he las( 
minute, dozens of thieves and whores 
sing and dance between trollies and 
moving cars. 
"Forty-Second Street" also offers 
other absurd delights     There  is the 
grinning boyishness and syrupy voice of 
the young Dick Powell There is Ruby 
Keeler's wonderfully game but 
hopelessly leadfooted dancing, like a 
turtle doing the CanCan And. finally, ' . 
Ihere is Warner Baxter saying lo Ruby 
Keeler one of the movies' greatest 
lines "You're going out a chorus girl. \ ' 
but you're coming back a star ' 
Even though "Forty-Second Street" is 
a masterpiece of tas(elessness. il is 
carried off with such vigor and who- 
gives-a-damn extravagance that it is 
delightful entertainment Last winter. I 
saw the film al a scholarly meeting wi(h 
a large crowd of tired, fussy professors 
They cheered throughout the entire , 
showing and. as (he house lights came 
on. gave the picture a standing ovation. 
On the same bill  as "Forty-Second 
Stree("    is   a   ra(her   somber   film. ., 
"Applause" ishown al T:00l. This film is 
notable on two accounts    It features a 
very strong performance by famed torch 
singer. Pelen Morgan, playing an aging 
burlesque queen at the end of her rope 
And it is (he first film by (he (alented 
director, Rouben Mamoulian. who later  • 
directed Garbo in "Queen Christina "        ' 
